Copenhagen July 24th 2001.

New CD:
The Orchestra plays Lars Møller and Jesper Riis - “New Skies” DaCapo 2001.

This new release features two of the most prominent jazz composers and soloists in Denmark – saxophonist Lars Møller and trumpetplayer Jesper Riis.

“The Orchestra, performs one of the rare functions in music – they play as if they love the music AND each other and they give life to the writtem page, the key elemnet in expression...This band has a strong and unified center and a sense og the power and magic that music can transmit” - Bob Brookmeyer.

The Orchestra is a 18 piece Big Band, that features prominent Danish jazz musicians and composers. From The orchestra’s debut performance at the Montruex Jazz festival in 1991. the band has a particular homogenous and transparent sound, that conveys the musicians dedication to working as a unit - and to playing the often difficult music with the strongest possible conviction. 

The different composers cover a very wide scope off musical concepts, ranging from groove-and melodic oriented approaches to inspiration from contemporary classical composers. A common factor though, is an awareness and knowledge of the Big Band tradition. Most of the composers have been part of the Bob Brookmeyer Composition Workshop in Copenhagen 1996-99.

The Orchestra has released 4 CD’s and performed in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, UK and Switzerland. The band is supported by the Danish Music Council.
 
Line-up:
conductor:	
Jesper Riis
reeds:	
Peter Fuglsang, Claus Waidtløv, Lars Møller, Christina Nielsen, Niels Jakob “Filt” Kristensen
trumpets:	
Christer Gustafsson, Mårten Lundgren, Hendrik Jørgensen, Mai Berit Guassora
trombones:	
Nikolai Bøgelund Pedersen, Jakob Riis, Niels Gerhardt, Klaus Løhrer
rhythm:	
Henrik Gunde Pedersen (pno), Per Gade (guit)
Kasper Vadsholdt (bass), Morten Lund (dr).

Pressmaterial etc: www.larsmoller.com/theorchestra

Contacts:
Lars Møller 
(+45) 3322 9189 , Valdemarsgade 11, 1 th., 1665 Copenhagen N. Denmark 
e-mail: lmoller@post11.tele.dk  www.larsmoller.com
Jesper Riis 
(+45) 7571 1236, Boelskilde 37, 7120 Vejle Ø, Denmark
e-mail: jesperriis@paradis.dk



